Functional interaction sites of OprM with MexAB in the Pseudomonas aeruginosa multidrug efflux pump.
Subunit-swapping between Pseudomonas aeruginosa MexAB-OprM and MexEF-OprN efflux pumps has shown that OprM can interact with MexEF to produce a functional efflux pump, but that OprN cannot functionally interact with MexAB. Taking advantage of this subunit selectivity, we carried out experiments using chimeric proteins composed of OprM and OprN to determine which regions of OprM are necessary for functional interaction with MexAB. We constructed two types of chimeric proteins: one with the N-terminal half of OprM and the C-terminal half of OprN (OprMN), and the second with these halves reversed (OprNM). Introduction of either of the chimeric protein genes into a mutant expressing MexEF alone restored the functionality of the efflux pump. However, expression of OprMN or OprNM in the presence of MexAB did not restore the pump functionality, indicating that the both the N- and C-terminal halves of OprM are necessary for a functional interaction with MexAB.